
Everyone is talking about narrative. Everyone today, from preachers and teachers to
politicians, advertisers, and even sports commentators, seems to recognize how
important and powerful storytelling is. Even trial lawyers know that unless they can
help a jury see the trial’s storyline, with characters, motivations, and plot, they stand
little chance of influencing and moving toward a winning verdict. And we all know
what a story is, like “Hansel and Gretel” or “The Three Little Pigs,” or in the
modern versions, “The Avengers: Endgame” or “Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of
Grindelwald.” Don’t know about you, but some of us have heard so much about
narrative that we’ve almost lost the point.

Yet as easy as we find it to recognize a good story, or a
bad story, when we see, read, or hear one, do we really
appreciate why stories are so powerful? The Bible is so
powerfully memorable in large part because it collects
narrative accounts. Nearly every Bible teaching, the
authors have set in some narrative context, usually a
powerfully memorable context. Christ himself taught in
stories. We call them parables because they are a special
kind of story that turns in on, and reorganizes, refreshes,
or supersedes, itself. But they’re still stories. What makes
story or narrative so powerful as a teacher, memory aid,
and motivator?

One way that some have of looking at narrative is as if it were a special kind of
embodied acting out. The power of story isn’t simply that one event leads to another
leading to another in causal chain. Nuclear reactors are causal chains but not that
interesting. The power of story is instead that characters act out what the author
desires to convey in lesson, principle, emotion, or theme. After all, the first lesson
of good fiction is not to tell but to show. Prosaic instruction, like “turn left, then turn
right,” equips us with nothing other than the protocol, routine, or heuristic. We need
instead to see ourselves in the story. We need the account to allow us to inject our
hopes, fears, and yearning into the story. And that’s what the Bible does, inviting
every reader to accept its account of Christ’s glory as the ultimate embodied acting
out.


